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1 Introduction

The provision of public infrastructure may be organized in various ways. A traditional pattern of

provision is that the government plans and finances the initial investment and pays a private firm

to build the infrastructure. Thereafter, the government may maintain and operate the infrastructure

through government bureaucracy or hire a private firm for this task.

An alternative mode that has received considerable attention in recent decades is the formation

of Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs). Various international institutions, such as the World Bank,

the European Investment Bank and the IMF are supporting PPPs to improve public infrastructure.

While there are different varieties of PPPs, for the purpose of this paper we define it to be an

arrangement in which the government hires a private firm not only for building up the initial

infrastructure. In addition, the private partner finances the investment and later on may even operate

and maintain the infrastructure. In return for financing the infrastructure and maintaining it, the

private firm collects a fee over a predefined time period. In reality, this period often spans 20 to 30

years.

There exists a considerable literature on the economic advantages and disadvantages of PPPs.

Most notably, Hart (2003) shows that the desirability of PPPs may depend on a trade-off that results

from different problems in contracting certain quality characteristics of the public services. One

problem is that the builder of an infrastructure may secretly save costs in the building phase, which

leads to higher costs in the maintenance phase. This problem tends to favor a bundling of the two

phases in the hand of just one private firm as is the case for PPPs. Conversely, if the firm in the

building phase may secretly engage in cost savings that later on reduce the non-contractible quality

level of the public infrastructure, then disentangling the two functions may be preferable.1

In this paper, we discuss a different issue. The focus is on the differences in financing costs that

may arise between traditional procurement solutions, in which the financing of the infrastructure

occurs via issuance of government bonds, and PPPs, where the private partner firm issues bonds

to finance the project. Generally, the interest rate that a private firm has to pay is higher than
1For subsequent papers that look into related efficiency issues, see Iossa and Martimort (2012), or Auriol and

Picard (2013). The relative advantage of organizational forms for innovation enhancing is discussed in Wigger (2004).
Inventions for innovation and cost saving are also discussed in Hoppe and Schmitz (2009).
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the interest on government debt, unless the government takes over extensive guarantees. At the

same time, the government has to remunerate the private partner of the PPP for this financing cost

via a higher fee in the maintenance phase of the project. Consequently, the question arises as to

whether such a higher interest rate may be taken as a cost disadvantage of the PPP. In Germany, for

example, several audit courts have decided that this is the case.2 This view is contested, though,3

and the present paper provides a first model-based analysis showing that the interest rate advantage

of the government over private investors is generally not an argument against PPPs.

An important reason for why private contractors will pay a higher interest is the possibility

that the private firm defaults and the repayment of the principal plus interest fails. In turn, this

possibility will depend on how much risk arises for the private contractor.

Three risks usually apply to public infrastructure projects. First, there is a market risk. The

infrastructure may have a projected demand, but ex post, the actual demand may fall short of this

projected demand. This risk may be borne by the government and eventually the taxpayer. Some

PPPs, however, impose some of this risk on the private contractor by making the remuneration in

the operating and maintenance phase dependent on actual usage. Second, there is a risk that the

true construction costs deviate from the estimates. Third, there is the availability risk during the

operating phase. The infrastructure, due to unexpected maintenance or natural disasters, may be

unavailable for usage. For the sake of exposition, this paper will concentrate on only one type of

risk: the uncertainty of construction costs.

The existence of risks often implies that there are means and instruments to reduce these risks.

Depending on economic incentives, effort may or may not be taken to deal with the risks. In the

case of a private PPP contractor it may be important that some of the risks, such as the project

cost risk, is indeed taken over. Only then may we expect that effective measures are taken to act

in a cost-efficient way. This suggests that the cost effectiveness of a PPP depends on the risk

allocation. A higher interest rate, which reflects higher risk for the contractor, may be needed in

order for higher cost efficiency to materialize.

As mentioned above, an argument by audit courts against PPPs is that these have higher interest

2The Presidents of the German Audit Courts (2011) assert a financing advantage of traditional procurement.
3See Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim Bundesfinanzministerium (2016, p. 26).
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costs than the government. For this reason, so the argument, they would have to provide or build

public infrastructure at a lower real cost to make up for this disadvantage in financing costs. The

present paper contributes to this discussion. In our analysis, the reason for the higher financing

cost of PPPs is that, with some probability, investors are not paid in full. While this increases

the interest rate, it also reduces the expected value of a PPPs repayment to investors. Overall, the

higher interest rate is therefore not a disadvantage as the expected repayment is lowered through

the possibility of default. At the same time, however, the possibility of default implies possible

bankruptcy costs that are absent in the case of projects under government management, as in this

case cost shocks lead to taxpayer financed bailouts.

Consequently, when determining whether and to what extent PPPs should be used, this paper

holds that there is a trade-off between the lower real cost of public infrastructure that results

from the harder budget constraints of PPPs and the higher bankruptcy cost that PPPs face. This

consideration should be seen as a complement to existing papers and arguments, which have

abstracted from financing costs and defaults.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section sets up a soft budget

constraint problem and introduces the assumptions that are necessary to assure that a PPP operates

under a harder budget constraint than a project managed by the government. Section 3 will

introduce the modelling of cost structures, default probabilities and will determine the interest

cost that results. Section 4 contains the efficiency comparison of PPPs and traditional government

financing. Section 5 provides a summary and an outlook for future research and open questions.

2 The Soft Budget Constraint Problem

We begin by analyzing the cost efficiency of building public infrastructure. The analysis here

borrows from the standard literature on soft budget constraints (as summarized in Sheshinski and

Lopez-Calva, 2003). The model is represented by the game tree in Figure ?? and the equilibrium

concept used is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. There are two players, the manager of the

public project and the government. The first payoff in the game tree corresponds to the manager’s
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payoff, while the second is the government’s payoff. Later on, we will also introduce the firm for

which the manager decides and the investors who help to finance the private firm’s cost, but as

these do not act strategically, they are left out of the game here.

A manager of a project (whether employed by the government or a private firm) can choose to

either exert high effort, denoted iH or low effort iL. Throughout the paper, superscripts j ∈ {G,P}

will be used to denote the type of project management. In case the project is financed and managed

by the government, we have the superscript G. In the case of a PPP we use the superscript P .

Subscripts k ∈ {H,L} will be used to denote the high and low effort cases, respectively.

For simplicity, we normalize the cost of low effort to zero and denote the cost of high effort by

i > 0. The effort costs are assumed to be sufficiently low, such that exerting effort is economically

efficient. Effort is unobservable. There is a threat that a cost overrun occurs, in which case the

infrastructure provider’s costs exceed revenues from the project. The probability of a cost overrun

is denoted γ and will depend on a number of things, as will be discussed in Section ??.

If the manager chooses the high effort, there is a lower probability that he will land in the bad

state where there is insolvency, i.e. γjH = γj(iH) < γj(iL) = γjL. In that case, the government

can decide whether to bail out the firm or allow it to go bankrupt. We assume the government

cannot default. In any event, the manager gets paid a fixed sum denoted Dj , which is determined

in advance, but suffers a reputation loss of B in case his firm must default. B may also capture

the utility loss from losing the job due to a default. It is of course an exaggeration to assume

that contracts determining Dj cannot be used to increase the efficiency of the effort decision.

Yet it is well known that contracts cannot solve all problems, especially if effort is unobservable.

Furthermore, pay for performance schemes may be limited. Hence, in this paper we emphasize

hard budget constraints as an important factor to induce high effort.

There are no quality differences in the different provisions and hence the government’s benefit

from a completed project is the same, regardless of who the manager is. If the project is successful,

the government receives a reward T . Furthermore, the government agrees to pay out an amount

πjk to the firm, which covers expected costs and satisfies a binding participation constraint. Higher

effort lowers the expected costs and therefore reduces the payment πj .
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There are two periods in the model. In the first period, the government accepts the lowest bid

π, the manager decides how much effort to exert and a loan is taken at the gross interest rate Rj .4

All other events occur in the second period. During this period the payoffs and actual costs are

realized and if the bad state is realized, either a bankruptcy or a bailout occurs. Our analysis and

welfare implications are from the perspective of period 2.

In the case of a default, the project is interrupted, which is costly, and then completed. If there

is a bailout the government bears a cost Sj and in the case of a default a cost Y j , depending on

the form of management. Hence, Y j represents bankruptcy costs. These terms can represent costs

from different delays with the project in each case, as well as political costs and public outrage.

If there is a bailout, the same provider continues the project later on. In the case of default a new

provider must be found. The costs Sj and Y j are exogenous.

We assume that the government has an incentive to bail out the publicly managed firm, but not

the PPP. This is the difference between the two cases that we aim to highlight in this paper. If PPPs

also expect to be bailed out, their behavior as well as their interest rates would be the same as for

the government. To ensure that the government bails out the publicly managed firm, but not the

PPP, we make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1. The government chooses to bail out the publicly managed firm: SG < Y G.

Assumption 2. The government chooses not to bail out the PPP: SP > Y P .

These assumptions are natural to model a possible trade-off between PPPs and public management.

We can interpret these assumptions as meaning that the government has stronger incentives to bail

out firms under its own management. Such considerations are at the heart of the soft budget

constraint problem in the literature.

We assume that bankruptcy is at least as costly for a PPP as for a publicly managed firm.

This reflects the fact that the transaction costs may be higher in the legal process between the

government and a private firm, which ensues after bankruptcy. In the process between the government

and a publicly managed firm, we assume weakly lower costs, as such a process may profit from

hierarchical governance that may avoid legal procedures. This is introduced by
4We abstract from bidder rents.
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Manager

Nature

Government

(Dj − i, T − Sj − πj
H)

Bailout

(Dj −B − i, T − Y j − πj
H)

Bankruptcy

γj
H

(Dj − i, T − πj
H)

1− γj
H

High effort

Nature

Government

(Dj , T − Sj − πj
L)

Bailout

(Dj −B, T − Y j − πj
L)

Bankruptcy

γj
L

(Dj , T − πj
L)

1− γj
L

Low effort

Figure 1: Soft Budget Constraint Problem

Assumption 3. A PPP bankruptcy is at least as costly for the government as the bankruptcy of a

publicly managed firm: Y P ≥ Y G.

From Assumptions 1 and 3, it follows that bankruptcy costs Y P of a PPP are larger than the

costs of bailing out the publicly managed firm. Assumption 2 additionally implies that a bailout

of a government firm is less costly than bailing out a PPP. This seems realistic when considering

transaction costs. The government should have a stronger preference for bailing out a project it

runs itself, than for bailing out a private firm, where all terms of the bailout agreement must be

contracted upon in great detail. These results are stated in Lemma 1 and will be useful when

evaluating the optimal form of provision.

Lemma 1. Bankruptcy costs of a PPP are larger than bail out costs of the publicly managed firm,

Y P > SG. Furthermore, bailout costs of a publicly managed firm are smaller than for a PPP,

SG < SP .

By introducing the assumptions above, the publicly managed firm is always bailed out, while

this is never the case for the PPP. From the game tree it follows that the government manager will

always choose low effort, thereby making production costlier and inefficient. The PPP, however,
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may choose the high effort, in order to avoid the reputation loss B from default. The condition

for the risk neutral manager of the PPP to choose the efficient action is given by the incentive

constraint:

i ≤ (γPL − γPH)B (1)

In providing public infrastructure, many managerial decisions are usually necessary. For at

least some of these decisions we may expect the PPP to choose the efficient action, while the

government manager does not. Hence, the PPP would be more cost efficient in completing a

project. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves here to one decision with two possible choices of

effort, as shown in the game tree. The expected infrastructure cost of the government is given by

E(CG) = E(C(iL)). If the PPP chooses high effort, we have E(CP ) = E(C(iH)).

The manager’s wage Dj is determined in advance by a binding participation constraint. The

firms have rational expectations about the manager’s effort. We normalize the manager’s reservation

utility to zero. Hence:

DP =


γPHB + i if i ≤ (γPL − γPH)B

γPLB else
(2)

DG = 0 (3)

Note that the firm promises the payment Dj based on expected effort choice. Because actual

effort is unobservable, the incentive constraint (??) is unaffected by the participation constraint.

We denote the default probabilities by θj . For the case that the government manager is always

bailed out we have θG = 0. Furthermore, since the PPP is never bailed out, its default probability
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equals its cost overrun probability: θP = γP . Default risk will later on play a key role in the

equilibrium interest rates.

3 Cost Overrun, Default Probabilities and Interest Rates

In this section we examine the cost overrun probabilities, default probabilities and interest rates

paid by providers of public infrastructure.

Both the firm under government management and the PPP issue bonds in the first period to

finance the expected infrastructure costs E(C(ik)), which are immediately paid. The firm has

equity Kj and therefore borrows E(C(ik)) − Kj through bonds. To ensure that at least some

borrowing occurs, we assume that expected costs are sufficiently large such that E(C(ik)) > Kj .

Costs are stochastic to reflect the cost overrun risk inherent in procurement problems. We have

that C(ik) = C(ik) + εk, where C(ik) is deterministic, C(iL) > C(iH) and εk is a zero mean

shock term. This implies that the expected costs are E(C(ik)) = C(ik). Here, εj measures the

departure of realized costs from expected costs, i.e. a (possibly negative) cost overrun. Positive

cost shocks can be understood for example as unexpected additional material required to rebuild

faulty infrastructure that breaks down due to inefficient work in the first period. Furthermore, εk

has a uniform distribution with zero mean and a cumulative distribution function, denoted Fk. We

have εk ∼ U(−zk, zk), where zk is exogenous and zL > zH , which reflects the higher outcome

uncertainty for low effort.

The bonds are bought by a risk neutral investor. For simplicity, they are zero-coupon bonds,

meaning they pay no direct interest. Therefore, higher borrowing costs will be expressed through

the lower price of the bond. Each bond pays out a fixed amount, which we normalize to 1.

The representative investor, who may invest in bonds or equity, maximizes a utility function of

the form U(ct) = ct, which represents risk neutral preferences and solves:

max E
( 2∑
t=1

βtct

)
s.t. ct = Wt + Zt ∗ xt −Qtxt+1 +Kt −

1

1 + ρ− ψ
Kt+1 (4)
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where t denotes the time period, β is the discount factor, K is the amount of capital supplied,

c is consumption, W is some exogenous income, Z is the amount the bond pays out, Q is the

bond price, x is the number of bonds bought, ρ is the required return on capital and ψ ≥ 0

represents a possible aversion to equity,5 which may give rise to an equity premium. Note that

utility maximization implies K3 = 0. The first order condition with respect to the bond purchase

xt+1 is given by:

Qt = βEt(Zt+1) (5)

Recall that Z = 1 in case of repayment. In case of default, the investor receives a fraction

αj < 1. We assume the suppliers and manager are always paid in full. Hence, the amount each of

the bonds x receives in case of default is αj = max[0, π
j−Dj−εj

x
]. To ensure that αj ≥ 0 we restrict

the range of εk to not be too large. For later reference we define E[α|default] ≡ α. At the price

given by equation (??), the risk neutral investor is willing to buy any number of bonds, i.e. lend

any amount of money up to W , which is assumed sufficiently large. At other prices, the demand

for bonds will be zero or infinity. Hence, the equilibrium bond price is determined by:

Qt = β[1− θj(1− αj)] (6)

The implied interest rate in this case will be:

r =
1−Qt

Qt

= Q−1t − 1⇔ Rj = 1 + rj = 1/Qj
t =

1

β ∗ [1− θj(1− αj)]
, j ∈ {G,P} (7)

This implies that higher default probabilities lead to larger financing costs. Since the publicly

managed firm is always bailed out, the creditors face no risk of non-repayment. Consequently,

RG = 1
β
≤ RP .

5This can be, for example, due to lower liquidity if the firm is not listed.
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Comparing the first order conditions for bonds and equity gives rise to a no-arbitrage condition.

It then follows that the return on equity will equal the return on debt plus the liquidity premium.

Furthermore, the investor is willing to supply as much capital K as requested by the firms, as is

the case for the bond supply. The optimal capital demand Kj , which then determines equilibrium

capital, is discussed in section ??. We have:

ρ = rG + ψ =
1− β
β

+ ψ (8)

We now turn to determining γj , which is given by the probability that the costs exceed the

amount πj the firm receives from the government for the project.

The payment πjk is determined in advance by a contract between the government and the firm,

which satisfies a binding participation constraint for the firm. The profits from undertaking the

project must therefore recover the capital invested plus the return on equity. The private partner

faces limited liability and hence makes a profit of zero in the case of default, but positive profits

otherwise. The net profit from the project for the PPP is given by ΠP = πP − RP [E(C(iH)) −

KP ]−DP −εH . Default occurs if the net profits are negative, i.e. if ΠP < 0. From limited liability

we have E(ΠP |ΠP < 0) = 0. The amount πP that solves the zero net profit condition is given by:

E(ΠP ) = E(ΠP |ΠP < 0)θP + E(ΠP |ΠP ≥ 0)(1− θP ) = (1 + ρ)KP (9)

Solving for the truncated expectation yields:

πP = RP [C(ik)−KP ] +DP − zk + aKP (10)
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where a ≡ 2(1+ρ)
1−θP > 0. The publicly managed firm does not have limited liability as the

government provides a bailout in the event of unexpectedly high costs. Furthermore, its profits in

the event of unexpectedly low costs accrue to the government, which reduces the effective payment

π by the government. Hence, the ε terms cancel out in each case and we have:

πG = RG [C(iL)−KG] + (1 + ρ)KG = RGC(iL) + ψKG

Due to the equity premium, K increases the payment required for public provision. Hence,

efficiency requires KG = 0, which yields:

πG = RGC(iL) (11)

In the second period, the point in time at which we compare alternatives, the firm receives

the amount πk. It must pay the manager and pay back the credit with interest, namely Rj ×

[E(Cj)−KP ]. Furthermore, in this period the actual costs are realized and the firm must pay the

difference between the actual costs and the amount already spent in the first period for which the

credit was taken: C(ik)− E(C(ik)) = εk. The probability of a cost overrun is given by:

γj = Probability[πj < Rj[E(Cj)−Kj] +Dj + εj] (12)

γG = 1− FL(0) =
1

2
(13)

γP = 1− FH(aKP − zk) = max

[
0, 1−

√
(1 + ρ)KP

zk

]
(14)

Note that the solution for γP involves solving a quadratic equation. Nevertheless, only the

solution above implies a probability between 0 and 1. Finally, the respective probabilities of default
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are given by:

θG = 0 (15)

θP = γP (16)

Inequality (??) can only hold if γPL ≥ γPH , which follows directly from zL > zH , since capital

is determined in advance and not made dependent on effort, because it is unobservable.

Having solved for the default probabilities, it is now possible to solve for α, RP and πP

explicitly. This yields:

α =
πP +KP − E[εk|εk > πP −RP [C(ik)−KP ]−DP

RP [C(ik)−KP ]
=
πP − zk −DP +RP [C(ik)−KP ]

2RP [C(ik)−KP ]

(17)

RP =
2[C(ik)−KP ]− βθP (πP − zk −DP )

β(2− θP )[C(ik)−KP ]
(18)

πp =
C(ik)

β
+DP +KPψ = RGC(ik) +DP +KPψ (19)

Notice that the PPP’s interest rate RP has disappeared from πP , meaning that interest rate

differences between PPPs and the government play no role. The intuition is that higher interest

rates mean higher expected costs that will be shifted to investors. While the higher interest in itself

calls for a higher πP to break even, the lower expected repayment to investors cancels this out.
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3.1 Optimal Capital

The PPP with the lowest bid, i.e. with the lowest πP , obtains the contract. Hence, in order to

be competitive, the PPP needs to minimize πP . First, consider the economically interesting case

where this is done by providing high effort.

A higher level of capital decreases πP by reducing the manager’s payment DP = γPHB + i, as

long as γPH > 0, but for ψ > 0 also increases πP due to the cost of capital.

If the PPP owners find it optimal to induce high effort, then they must ensure that the incentive

constraint from inequality (??) holds. A first observation is that KP = 0 cannot be optimal as here

we have ∂πp(KP = 0)/∂KP = −∞.

min
KP

πP s.t.
i

B
≤
√

(1 + ρ)KP (z−0.5H − z−0.5L ) (20)

For γPH > 0, the optimal KP is then given either by the first order condition for a minimum of

πP or by the corner solution, where the incentive constraint (??) binds with equality. The second

order conditions ensure a minimum for the interior solution of KP . In the case γPH = 0, the

optimal capital stock can be derived as zH
1+ρ

. A further increase in capital would be useless as it

cannot further reduce γPH , but would carry a capital cost6.

KP (iH) =


max[B

2(1+ρ)
4zHψ2 ,

i2zHzL
B2(1+ρ)(

√
zL−
√
zH)2

] if γPH > 0

zH
1+ρ

else
(21)

Similarly, if low effort is optimal and γPL > 0, the PPP will either choose the interior solution

for KP or the highest possible KP such that the incentive constraint does not hold. If γPL = 0,

6Note that up to γPH = 0, an increase in KP always eases the restriction (??). Hence, our solution zH
1+ρ never

violates this restriction, as long as high effort can be achieved for any KP .
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then there is no use in increasing KP further. Moreover, if γPL = 0, the incentive constraint never

holds. Therefore:

KP (iL) =


min[B

2(1+ρ)
4zLψ2 ,

i2zHzL
B2(1+ρ)(

√
zL−
√
zH)2
− ν] if γPL > 0

zL
1+ρ

else
(22)

Here, ν is a positive, infinitesimally small number. The PPP will find high effort optimal if:

πP (iH)− πP (iL) =
C(iH)− C(iL)

β
− (γPL − γPH)B + i+ [KP (iH)−KP (iL)]ψ < 0. (23)

It follows that γPL ≥ γPH . As C(iH) < C(iL) and γPL ≥ γPH , this condition is likely to hold for a

small equity premium ψ.

In the next section, we will restrict our attention to the case γPH > 0. In the reverse case, γPH = 0,

the firm can without cost employ as much capital that default is excluded and the interest available

to the PPP is the riskless rate. Obviously, from the discussion in the introduction about the interest

rate disadvantage of PPPs, this is not an interesting starting point.

4 The Trade-Off between Construction Costs and Bankruptcy

Costs

We now turn to the discussion of the trade-off between PPPs’ lower construction cost in the case of

high effort and their higher bankruptcy cost. We continue to abstract from quality considerations

discussed in Hart (2003) and the gross benefit of society from the public infrastructure, T , is the

same regardless of the provider. Therefore, the supplier with the smallest social cost should be

chosen. The costs can be influenced by the choice of effort and bankruptcy costs. The government

manager chooses a lower effort and therefore may work less efficiently than the PPP. The publicly

managed firm on the other hand has the lower bankruptcy costs.

The social planner chooses the option that yields the largest expected total payoff from the
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game tree in Figure ??. Recall that the government internalizes the utility of the public infrastructure

T , meaning they are captured in the payoffs. The social planer sums the payoffs of the government

and manager. As the investor is indifferent to funding the project or not and firms satisfy a binding

participation constraint, we do not consider these two players in the welfare analysis. We allow

for the possibility that public funds are associated with distortionary taxation which may result

in a social cost of public funds λ ≥ 1. This measure scales the government’s costs in the social

welfare comparison. Supposing the PPP chooses high effort, it is more desirable than government

provision if and only if:

(1− γP )[DP − i+ T − λπP ] + γP [DP −B − i+ T − λ(πP + Y P )] >

(1− γG)[DG + T − λπG] + γG[DG + T − λ(πG + SG)]

(24)

Simplifying yields the condition:

1

β
(C(iH)− C(iL)) +KPψ + i < γGSG − γPY P − γPB (25)

The argument for the use of PPPs often consists of the higher infrastructure cost efficiency

of PPPs, which holds in our case if they choose high effort. In that case, the PPP may be

optimal. However, PPPs are allowed to go bankrupt, which involves costs. If bankruptcy costs

are sufficiently low, then PPPs can dominate, otherwise publicly managed firms may be preferable.

Hence, the choice of PPP involves a trade-off between infrastructure cost efficiency and bankruptcy

costs.

Proposition 1. If the PPP chooses high effort and the cost of capital is sufficiently high such that

γPH > 0, then there can be a trade-off involving the infrastructure cost efficiency gains from PPPs

and their higher bankruptcy costs.

Proof. Equation (??) is impossible to sign without assumptions on the average infrastructure costs

and bankruptcy and bailout costs. We have C(iH) < C(iL). As the difference between the average

infrastructure costs increases, i.e. as C(iH)− C(iL)→ −∞, PPPs will dominate.
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From Lemma ?? we know that Y P > SG. As the difference in bankruptcy costs increases, i.e.

as Y P − SG →∞ or B →∞, public provision will dominate.

Consequently, the choice of PPP is indeterminate and involves a trade-off between cost efficiency

gains and bankruptcy costs.

Even though the PPP has lower infrastructure costs, there can be a trade-off involved, which is

due to different bailout and bankruptcy costs, as the previous proposition shows. These different

bankruptcy and bailout costs are a central feature of the model, as they make sure that publicly

managed projects are bailed out, while PPPs are not. The latter is a requirement for PPPs’ higher

effort and lower construction cost.

As mentioned in the introduction, a frequent argument put forward against PPPs is that they

face higher interest rates than the government and are therefore less efficient. Our analysis,

however, shows that such pecuniary considerations do not play a role.

Proposition 2. Interest rates are irrelevant when considering the cost efficiency of PPPs.

Proof. To evaluate the cost efficiency of PPPs we examine πP . Looking at equation (??), it would

indeed seem that a higher RP increases πP . However, this is misleading. From equation (??), we

see that the PPP’s infrastructure costs are effectively multiplied with the government interest rate

RG. Hence, interest rate differences do not play a role.

The reason, in our set up, is that the increase in the interest rate comes from an increase in the

default probability. From the perspective of the firm, the disadvantage of higher interest rates is

therefore matched by the reduced expected repayment.
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5 Conclusion

The paper considers the welfare cost of producing public infrastructure via government management

or via a PPP. A starting point of the analysis is that PPPs are often confronted with the critique

that the higher interest cost of private firms implies a disadvantage compared to projects that are

managed and financed by the government directly. Previous papers, such as Hart (2003), abstract

from this question, as there are no financing costs or default risks in these analyses. In pursuing

the question to which extent higher financing costs of PPPs imply an efficiency problem, our paper

ignores quality uncertainty and the role of innovations, which have been at the focus of previous

literature on PPPs.

Our framework starts from the assumption that, in the case of a cost overrun, projects under

public management are bailed out. This produces soft budget constraints that explain the low

cost efficiency in the building of the public infrastructure. At the same time, a failing PPP is not

bailed out, which may increase efficiency via hard budget constraints. However, for this to be

optimal, we derive that the bankruptcy cost of the PPP must be higher than the bailout cost of the

publicly managed project. The paper shows that the decision whether to employ PPPs for public

infrastructure provision involves solving a trade-off between bankruptcy and construction costs. A

key factor in this trade-off is the presence of bankruptcy risk, which increases incentives to avoid a

cost overrun, while also increasing expected bankruptcy costs. If bankruptcy costs are sufficiently

high, the cost of producing hard budget constraints becomes too high and public management may

be the better alternative. At the same time, we find that the higher interest cost of PPPs compared

to government management and financing is not welfare relevant, as it just results from a smaller

probability of paying the investors back. This said, the higher interest rate indicates that investors

anticipate the possibility of default, which in turn brings up the issue of bankruptcy costs.

We hope that the paper provides a useful framework that may be used for future research on

government policies which try to reduce the cost of capital for PPPs. In the EU, for example, the

European Commission’s Project Bond Initiative guarantees a risky junior tranche of PPPs bond

issuances. While government intervention may be suitable to lower the interest cost of PPPs,

there may be important repercussions for the incentives to act cost efficiently to the extent that the
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intervention reduces the overall default risk.
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